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CONTENTS
- Virtualization
- Creating Virtual Machines (Hands-on)
- Application Deployment on Cloud
- AWS Cloud (Hands-on)
- Openstack Installation (Hands-on)
- Deployment in Openstack (Hands-on)
- Research opportunities in cloud
- HIVE, PIG, HDFS & MapReduce
- Eucalyptus Cloud demo

REGISTRATION FEE DETAILS
Academicians, Researchers & PG Students : ₹ 1000/-
Participants will be provided with Registration Kit, Participation Certificate, Tea, Breakfast and Lunch.

DATES FOR REGISTRATION
Last date of Registration : 10th December, 2016

MODE OF PAYMENT
1. NEFT Account Details :
   Name : Marathwada Mitra Mandal’s College of Engineering
   Bank : Bank of India, 302/A, Deccan Gymkhana
   Account No : 051420110000108
   IFSC Code : BKID0000514
   OR
2. DD should be drawn in favor of “The Principal, Marathwada Mitra Mandal’s College of Engineering” payable at Pune. Please send scanned copy of Registration form and NEFT transaction / Demand Draft details on hod.it@mmcoe.edu.in
ABOUT THE TRUST & INSTITUTION

The trust “Marathwada Mitra Mandal, Pune” was established in 1967 by Hon. Late Shri. Shankarraoji Chavan, Former Home Minister, Govt. of India as the “Founder President”. At present well known industrialist Hon. Shri. S. D. Ganage, is president of trust. This trust is established by the inspiration of socially and educationally charged personalities, with motto “वेणे बहुतांचे हितः” (Welfare of Masses). Mass education, co-education and dedication towards overall development of the region are watchwords of the trust. At its four educational campuses the trust has created excellent facilities of education catering to Architecture, Interior Design, Management, Law, Commerce, Pharmacy, Engineering, etc. which provide excellent education to about 17,000+ students.

Marathwada Mitra Mandal’s College of Engineering (MMCOE) was established in the year 2006 at the Karvenagar campus. The institute offers degree courses in Information Technology, Computer Engineering, Electronics & Telecommunication, Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. The institute also offers post graduate courses like ME & MBA. The institute is affiliated to Savitribai Phule Pune University and it is one of the renowned engineering colleges in Pune.

VISION OF DEPARTMENT

To emerge as center of excellence in IT Education, Research & Innovation in Information Technology for enrichment of Society.

MISSION OF DEPARTMENT

- To cater IT Industry with Engineers having theoretical & practical background with rich skill set
- To pursue advancement in knowledge in field of Information Technology
- To inculcate budding IT Engineers with Logical thinking, analytical aptitude, leadership & creativity

TRANSPORTATION AND ACCOMMODATION

Limited accommodation will be provided on demand and will be charged Rs. 100/- per day. Transportation allowance will not be provided.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Academicians, Researchers, Industry persons and PG students are eligible for participation in this workshop.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

- To bring together researchers for sharing and exchanging cloud computing related research, technologies, experience, and lessons for building clouds of interoperability and coordination capabilities and services.
- The target of the workshop is to provide an insight to the aspirants to implement their own standardized Big Data environment harnessing various open source tools, further enrich their knowledge in the area of Big Data Analytics.

CONTACT

Ms. Pranjali Kuche  
Mob. : 9075079684  
E-mail : pranjalikuche@mmcoe.edu.in

Ms. Shital Kakad  
Mob. : 9503537382  
E-mail : shitalkad@mmcoe.edu.in

REGISTRATION FORM

Two Days National Level Workshop  
(13th & 14th December 2016)  
On  
“Cloud Computing & Big Data”

Full Name : ____________________________

Designation : __________________________

Organization / Institution : ____________

Address For Correspondance : __________

Mobile No. : __________________________

Email : ______________________________

Details of Registration Fee

D.D. / NEFT No. : _________________

Date : ______________________________

Bank : ______________________________

Amount : __________________________

Accommodation Required : Yes / No

Online Registration Form is available at : https://goo.gl/forms/zYHHAWPhsUS4plq03

College seal and signature of sponsoring authority (Use photocopies if required)